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     Abstract: Now-a-days, a growing number of people during a developing countries like India forces to look for brand fresh solutions 
for the continual monitoring of health check-up. It’s become a necessity to travel to hospitals frequently for doctors consultation, which 
has become financially related and a time consuming process to beat this instance, we propose a design to observe the patient’s health 
conditions like heartbeat, temperature sent to webserver via IoT device. Within the recent development of internet of things (IoT) makes 
all objects interconnected and been recognized because subsequent technical revolution. Patient monitoring is one of the IoT application 
to observe the patient health status. Internet of things makes medical equipment’s more efficient by allowing real time monitoring of 
health. Using IoT doctor can continuously monitor the patients on his smart phone and also the patient history are getting to be stored on 
the web server and doctor can access the knowledge whenever needed from anywhere. 
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1. Introduction 

Now –a-days, the medical electronics-sensors (E-sensors) are playing an important role in health care centres. The 
patient electronics-health (E-health) monitoring is one of the most advancements in research field. Here we use the 
temperature sensor, heartbeat sensor to observe the patient’s body temperature, pulse and pulse respectively. Hence a bit 
like the utilization of thermometer in home to ascertain body temperature before the doctors consultation, this proposed 
model(devices) are often used to check the patients’ health condition in home as care information to concerned patient 
otherwise now-a-days consulting doctors or going to diagnosis centres become very costly in terms of monetary aspect to 
attenuate this instance, we describe the design of a Arduino microcontrollers based advanced/high performance integrated 
health portable monitoring system. Like one parameter say pulse of the patient is measured by placing the index on IRD 
(Infra-Red Device) sensor the measure. The centre Rate, and thus the body temperature information is then send to the 
webserver through IoT. 
 
2. Existing Methodology 

 
GSM based Patient Health Monitoring Project mainly works for allowing doctors or relatives of patient to ascertain the 

status of patient health remotely. The system calculates the heartbeats and body temperature of patient and if its goes above 
certain limit then immediate informative alert message are getting to be sent to the registered number. In this fast pace of 
life, it's difficult for people to be constantly available for his or her near ones who might need them while they're suffering 
from a disease or physical disorder. So also constant monitoring of the patient’s body parameters like temperature, pulse, 
sugar level etc becomes difficult. Hence to urge obviate human error and to scale back the burden of monitoring patients 
health from doctors head, this method presents the methodology for monitoring patients remotely using GSM network and 
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really Large Using this technology an alarm is generated whenever the patient is in peril but it couldn't provide the detail 
information about the patient health status. And it's impossible to seem in the least the recorded data at the same platform. 
 

2.1 Health Monitoring System 

GSM based Patient Health Monitoring Project mainly works for allowing doctors or relatives of patient to check 
the status of patient health remotely. The system calculates the heartbeats and body temperature of patient and if it goes 
above certain limit then immediate informative alert message will be sent to the registered number. In this fast pace of life, it 
is difficult for people to be constantly available for their near ones who might need them while they are suffering from a 
disease or physical disorder. So also constant monitoring of the patient’s body parameters such as temperature, pulse rate, 
sugar level etc becomes difficult.  
Hence to remove human error and to lessen the burden of monitoring patient’s health from doctor’s head, this method 
presents the methodology for monitoring patients remotely using GSM network and Very Large Using this technology an 
alarm is generated whenever the patient is at risk but it could not provide the detail information about the patient health 
status. And it is not possible to view all the recorded data at the same platform. 

2.2 Limitations of the Existing Work 

• To remove human error and to lessen the burden of monitoring patient’s health from doctor’s head, this method 
presents the methodology for monitoring patients remotely using GSM network. 

• Very Large Using this technology an alarm is generated whenever the patient is at risk but it could not provide the 
detail information about the patient health status and it is not possible to view all the recorded data at the same 
platform.  

3. Proposed Methodology 

 
Internet of Things (IoT) is that the emerging paradigm, which contains huge amount of smart object and smart 

devices connected to the online for communicating with each other. IoT devices are utilized in many fields which make the 
user day to day life easier. These smart devices are used to collect temperature, sign, sugar level etc., which are used to 
evaluate the health condition of the patient. Communicating the collected information to the doctor, making accurate 
decision on the data collected and notifying the patient is that the challenging task within the IoT. PHMS also notifies the 
patient with possible precautionary measures to be practiced by them. This system suggests the patient with medical care 
and next step to be followed just just in case of critical situation. Proposed work introduces a replacement way of 
implementing PHMS with Arduino Uno named as an IoT based Patient Health Monitoring System using Arduino. 

 
Data generated by the sensors are processed by Arduino microcontroller ATMEGA 328P. ESP8266 provides 

unsurpassed ability to embed Wi-Fi capabilities within other systems. It offers a whole and self-contained Wi-Fi networking 
solution; it are often used to host the appliance or to dump Wi-Fi networking functions from another application processor. 
The data generated from Arduino is out there within the IoT website thinkspeak.com with the use of Wi-Fi module. 
 
4. Proposed System Design and Implementation 
 

System design is that the method of designing a replacement system or to exchange the prevailing system. Simply, 
system design is simply just like the blueprint for building, it specifies all the features that are to be within the finished 
product. System design phase follows system analysis phase. Design cares with identifying functions, data streams among 
those functions, maintaining a record of the design decisions and providing a blueprint the implementation phase. Design is 
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that the bridge between system analysis and system implementation variety of the essential fundamental concepts involved 
within the planning of application software are: 

• Abstraction 
• Modularity 
• Verification. 

 
4. Data Flow Model 
 

A data flow diagram is graphic tool used to describe and analyze movement of data through a system. These are                                         
central tool and the basis from which the other data through a system. These are the central tool and therefore the basis from 
which the opposite components are developed. The transformation of data from input through processed, may be described 
logically and independently of physical components associated with the system. These are referred to as the logical data 
flow diagrams. The physical data flow diagrams show the particular implements and movement of knowledge between 
people, departments and workstations. A full description of a system actually consists of a group of knowledge flow 
diagrams. The development of DFD’S is completed in several levels. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1  Data Flow Design of Transmitter and Receiver Section 
 

2.1 Transmitter Section 

Input design is one among the foremost expensive phases of the operation of computerized system and is usually 
the main problem of a system. An outsized number of problems with the system can usually be traced back to fault input 
design and method. Needless to mention, therefore that the input file is that the life block of a system and has got to be 
analyzed and designed with the foremost consideration. The decisions made during the input design are: 
• To supply cost effective method of input. 
• To realize the very best possible level of accuracy. 
• To make sure that input is known by the user. 
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System analysts decide the subsequent input design details like, what data item to input, what medium to use, how 
the info should be arranged or coded data items and transaction needing validations to detect errors and eventually the 
dialogue to guide users in providing input. Input file of a system might not be necessarily a data captured within the system 
from scratch. These also can be the output of another system or sub-system. The planning of input covers all phases of input 
from the certain of initial data to actual entering the info to the system for processing. 

2.2 Receiver Section 

Output design generally refers to the results and knowledge that are generated by the system. For several end-users, 
output is that the main reason for developing the system and therefore the basis on which they the usefulness of the 
appliance. The target of a system finds its shape in terms of output. The analysis of the target of a system results in 
determination of outputs. Outputs of a system can take various forms. The foremost common are reports, screens displays 
printed form, graphical drawing etc. the outputs vary in terms of their contents, frequency, timing and format. Outputs of a 
system can take various forms. The foremost common are reports, screens displays printed form, graphical drawing etc. the 
outputs vary in terms of their contents, frequency, timing and format.  

When designing output, the system analyst must accomplish things like, to work out what information to be 
present, to make a decision whether to display or print the knowledge and choose information and choose the output 
medium to distribute the output to intended recipients. Internal outputs are those, whose destination is within the 
organization. It’s to be carefully designed, as they’re the user’s main interface with the system. Interactive outputs are those, 
which the user uses in communication directly with the PC. 

 
4. Simulation Results 
 

 
 

Fig. 2  Temperature Monitoring 
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Fig. 3  Heart Beat Monitoring 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 3  Implementation Model 
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5. Conclusion 

In proposed method Microcontroller based health monitoring system using IoT. Any abnormalities within the 
health conditions are often known directly and are informed to the actual person through via internet. The proposed system 
is straightforward, power efficient and straightforward to know. It acts as a connection between patient and doctor. The 
hardware for the project is implemented and therefore the output results are verified successfully. 
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